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Abstract

With ever shorter development times and market demands on overall sys-
tem performance such as efficiency, reliability and low maintenance, accurate
predictive tools are necessary and gear drives prove to be no exception. All
these characteristics have an impact on a process which has remained a riddle:
running-in. Even though no consensus on a definition of this phenomena is
readily available, this thesis examines efficiency, surface roughness and simu-
lation through the optics of running-in.

Geared transmissions are known for their formidable efficiency and their
extreme reliability. However, with an ever increasing power density, the abil-
ity to accurately predict mesh losses becomes of utmost importance. The
accurate quantification of bearing losses as well as efficiency of ground and su-
perfinished gears under dip lubrication are examined with respect to running-
in. Results show a considerable influence on the calculation of gear mesh losses
originating from which bearing loss model is chosen. Furthermore, when a
larger running-in load is used on ground gears, an increase in efficiency can
be observed during working operation, while for superfinished no significant
changes are found. These efficiency/frictional changes are also shown to occur
in the initial cycles of the running-in phase.

From a surface transformation point of view running-in is shown to be a
reduction of asperity tips in case hardened ground gears, while in superfinished
gears no changes were seen. These gear surface changes were measured with a
novel method with a surface profilometer in-situ before, after running-in and
after efficiency testing. Results also show that such changes in ground gear
roughness profile occur during the very initial cycles.

In order to predict running-in, a simulation method was developed. Such
method utilizes a 2D surface integral method to simulate contact between
rough surfaces, but requires the use of surface hardness and an accurate lower
cutoff wavelength. This cutoff wavelength proved to play a pivotal role in de-
termining an accurate contact pressure at the proper level of granularity,
hence a well defined real contact area. The predicted and measured run-in
surfaces are compared and are found to be in accordance with each other.

Keywords: running-in, surface transformation, efficiency, gears, ground, su-
perfinished
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Sammanfattning

Kortare produktutvecklingstider och marknadens krav på effektiva, tillför-
litliga och nästintill underhållsfria produkter kräver noggranna och prediktiva
verktyg, växellådor är inget undantag. Ett fenomen som påverkar hur väl dessa
krav ska kunna uppfyllas är inkörning. Avhandlingen behandlar förändringar
i effektivitet och ytfinhet och hur de kan tas med i simuleringsmodeller från
ett inkörningsperspektiv. Idag finns ingen given definition för hur inkörning
ska ske.

Kuggtransmissioner är kända för att ha små förluster och vara robusta.
Trots det fortsätter kraven på att kuggväxlar ska överföra mer kraft utan
att ta upp mer utrymme. Därför är det viktigt att kunna prediktera kug-
gingreppsförluster. I den här avhandlingen beskrivs beräkningsmodeller för
att anta lagerförluster och effektivitet hos slipade och polerade kuggväxlar
med doppsmörjning med avseende på inkörning. Resultaten visar att val av
beräkningsmodell för lagren påverkar hur stora växelförlusterna blir. Slipade
kugghjul som körs in vid hög last ger mindre förluster, men det kunde inte
observeras för polerade kugghjul. Störst inverkan på effektivitet sker under
de första lastcyklerna av inkörningsperioden.

För sätthärdade och slipade kugghjul minskade asperittopparna under in-
körning, de polerade kugghjulen visade ingen förändring. Ytförändringarna
mättes på ett nytt sätt med hjälp av ett släpnålsinstrument in situ: 1) före;
2) efter inkörning och 3) efter förlusttest. De slipade kugghjulen visade signi-
fikanta förändringar i ytjämnhetsprofil efter enbart de första inkörningscyk-
lerna.

För att prediktera inkörning utvecklades en simuleringsmetod. Metoden
bestod i att tillämpa en 2D ytintegralmetod för att simulera kontakt mellan
ojämna ytor, men den kräver ythårdhet och korrekt undre cutoff-våglängd.
Resultaten visar att cutoff-våglängden har stor inverkan vid bestämning av
kontakttryck, som är direkt kopplat till den verkliga kontaktarean. Den pre-
dikterade och uppmätta inkörda ytan överensstämmer med varandra.

Nyckelord: inkörning, yttransformation, verkningsgrad, kugghjul, slipade, fin-
polerade
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Final remarks on running-in
When researching into elastic plastic shakedown, I came across the following ex-
planation by Johnson on the process he describes as shakedown, i.e. running-in.
He spoke of this during his acceptance of the 2006 Timoshenko award. I found it a
fitting description of this eluding phenomena:

A few years ago I was nominated for an award in tribology to be presented by the
Duke of Edinburgh. At the time his youngest son Prince Edward, was a final year
undergraduate at my College. It was a case of, "Please God, may that boy pass his
exams. I have to face his father next week!" At the presentation the citation men-
tioned ‘shakedown in rolling contact’. The Duke asked me to explain ‘shakedown’.
I mumbled something about repeated loads on structures doing damage at first, but
improving with time. He looked at my wife and said, "Just like married life". Well,
I suppose it depends who you are married to. [1]

Mario Sosa
Stockholm, November 2017
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Gears are everywhere, from the international space station to deep sea oil drills, and
their function and reliability are an integral part of our daily lives. Other transmit-
ting machine elements such as belts, chains and friction discs are widely prevalent,
but it’s the gear’s ability to transmit power in a very compact and efficient way
that makes it far more popular, specifically in vehicles, high power machinery, heavy
equipment, etc. Perhaps some of the earliest toothed gears were rudimentary discs
with pins sticking out. These would usually be placed at 90 degrees from each other
and would then transmit rotary motion from power sources, such as water mills, to
other tools. Gears rapidly evolved since the dawn of the industrial revolution and
have since been constantly researched in terms of materials, efficiency, tolerances,
and wear.

Due to the proliferation of gears in so many different applications, there has
been a need to further understand their characteristics in order to design them for
evermore harsher and more demanding conditions. These conditions not only need
to stem from the environment and system the gears are operating in, but laws,
safety, comfort etc., are also criteria that need to be taken into consideration when
designing and operating a gearbox.

With an ever increasing need to improve power efficiency as well as life and
reliability and simultaneously reduce noise, research in gear drives is ongoing. Even
though, for example, gear efficiency is extremely high, a tenth of percent in increased
efficiency over the lifetime use of gearboxes would amount to a significant reduction
in energy usage due to their widespread use. A decrease in volume would allow
space for other auxiliary systems to be installed, yielding perhaps better comfort
and noise reduction. A decrease in weight would, in the case of vehicles, amount to
significant savings in fuel and hence environmental costs over the life of the vehicle.
The research presented in this thesis is performed with the aim to contribute to the
improvement of gear performance as mentioned above.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research questions

The main research question for this thesis is:
What is running-in and how can we observe, analyze, understand and predict
running-in of gears?

In the present work, this main question has been decomposed into the following
sub-questions:

• How can changes in surface topography in gears be measured in situ?

• How can roughness be separated from form and waviness from a measured
topography?

• Do efficiency and surface topography change in different manners due to dif-
ferent loads at running-in when comparing superfinished and ground gears?

• How does the surface topography and efficiency evolve during the running-in
period?

• To what degree does changing the bearing formulation change the mesh effi-
ciency calculation and is running-in a larger factor?

• What is the importance of discretization and cutoff wavelength in rough con-
tact simulation and how can running-in help solve this?

• How can we simulate running-in?

1.2 Thesis outline

This chapter gives a short introduction to gears and why gear research is important
today. Chapter 2 presents the background material for the thesis. Chapter 3
concentrates on the frictional aspect of running-in, i.e. efficiency testing and effects
of running-in on friction. Chapter 4 focuses on the surface topography aspect of
running-in of gears i.e. the measurement techniques used and results of running-
in from this aspect. Chapter 5 introduces a method to calculate rough contact
pressures, real contact area ratio and a proposed running-in simulation. Chapter 6
is a summary of all appended papers. The last chapter includes discussions around
the different research questions, a general discussion pertaining the thesis as a whole
and answers to the research questions in the conclusion.

It should be earnestly highlighted that chapters 2-5 are an excerpt of both the
underlying methods and the main results that the author found most interesting.
More details can be found in the appended papers.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides a background to several topics which the author has chosen
pertaining the running-in of gears.

2.1 Key terminology

Before dwelling into specifics of gears, running-in, contact simulation, etc. the
following terminology is defined by the author in order to clarify to the reader what
is meant by these terms in this thesis:

Tribology, the study sliding bodies with interacting surfaces.

Wear, this is meant in its general sense unless otherwise specified, i.e. the
transfer of solid material from a body to a media or another body.

Surface topography, the three dimensional characterization of a surface’ s ge-
ometry in the same height scale as roughness.

Rough contact, a contact between non-smooth bodies which is defined either
discretely or statistically.

2.2 Stribeck curve and non-conformal contact friction

Most gear drives are lubricated in some form, one way to classify the gear contact
is based on its lubrication regime. Traditionally, these regimes are denoted as
boundary, full film and mixed. They are defined as follows:

• Boundary lubrication regime: Load is carried by the contacts between asper-
ities.

• Full film regime: Full separation between asperities occurs and hence the
contact’s behavior is dominated by the lubricant properties.

3



4 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

• Mixed regime: A mix of the previous regimes in which both asperities and
lubricant play an important role for the behavior of the contact.

Perhaps the most known diagram associated with the different regimes is the
Stribeck curve [2]. The Stribeck curve was originally devised as a plot relating
the velocity with the friction of hydrodynamic bearings. This being a conformal
contact is not of much interest for gears, except as a starting point for understanding
the different regimes. Schipper [3] devotes his entire thesis to the analysis of the
transition of lubrication regimes for non-conformal contacts, where he describes a
friction curve for these. A comparison between both curves can be seen in figure 2.1.
The differences in these curves result from the decrease in friction when entering
the full film in non-conformal contacts due to thermal effects [4].

2.3 Gear contact failures

The lubrication regime the gear is subject to is a key factor in determining the dif-
ferent contact failure modes in gear drives, in essence what gear drives are designed
against. Some of the most prominent failure modes are described in the following
paragraphs.

Pitting is a failure mechanism which occurs on surfaces of contacting gears due
to repetitive loading and unloading during operation. It can be characterized as a
shallow crater on the gear surface, which if too extensive causes malfunction of the
gear drive. Pitting has been shown to be correlated to surface roughness and film
thickness [5, 6]. An example of pitted surface is shown in figure 2.2.

Micropitting is a condition characterized by a grey "frosted" area [5]. The cause
of micropitting is unknown (but there seems to be a correlation between this phe-
nomena and heavy loads, surface hardness as well as surface roughness). An exam-
ple of a micropitted tooth from a pitting test is shown in figure 2.3.

Scuffing is a failure mode caused by adhesive wear due to asperity welding
and is a result of a combination of high load, high sliding speed and lubrication
or tribolayers. Usually, these conditions arise in a mixed lubrication regime. An
example of scuffing is shown in figure 2.4.

2.4 Gear lubrication

Lubrication in machine elements is an extensive subject; however, only an introduc-
tion on lubricants and additives is presented here. For gears, lubricants have three
main functions: reduce the coefficient of friction, evacuate heat from contacting
bodies and inhibit corrosion. In general, depending on whether the contact is in
the boundary, mixed or full film, the behavior and role of the lubricant will change.
In the boundary regime lubricant mainly serves as a transporter of additives and
heat. In the full film regime, lubricant shear properties and load carrying capacity
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between the traditional Stribeck-curve and the non-
conformal contact friction curve [2, 3].

Figure 2.2: Example of pitted surface.

Figure 2.3: Example of a micropitted surface.

(its film forming ability/capability) are of paramount importance since these prop-
erties enable the proper separation of surfaces. In the mixed regime both properties
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Figure 2.4: Example of a scuffed surface.

need to be balanced to achieve a proper usage in terms of life and performance.
During the running-in phase, both the base oil and the additives play a crucial

role in the evolution of the contacting bodies. The base oil’s load carrying capacity
determines which lubrication regime the gears are operating in and is hence im-
portant for the probability of collision between asperities (of the rough contacting
bodies). Common base oils for gears are: mineral, polyalphaolefin (PAO), polyalky-
lene glycol (PAG), polyol ester, etc.

Additives, in highly loaded contacts, have a key role in changing the surface
chemistry and hence change both wear and friction behavior of the surfaces. Dorin-
son and Ludeman [7] classify lubricant additive action in the following categories:

• Interposed films: These films are "formed on the bounding surfaces and in-
terpose a barrier to their direct contact".

• Interaction films: Formed from "the chemical reaction of the additive and the
surface material". This film is formed by chemical bonds between the surface
material and the additive.

• Asperity growth inhibition: This action is performed at the initial contact of
the surface and interrupts the microwelding of asperities.

Traditionally however, lubricant additives for gears have not been classified
by their actions but by their role in inhibiting or promoting a specific property.
Antiwear additives, for example, attempt to reduce the amount of wear by reacting
with the boundary layer and extreme pressure additives aim to inhibit seizure.

2.5 Wear and running-in of gears

One of the first full works on running-in of gears was presented by Andersson [8] and
later in [9, 10]. These works partly focused on the running-in comparison between
hobbed gears and shaved gears. The methodology included surface characterization
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and oil samples during the running-in cycle. For hobbed gears Andersson states
an initial roughness (Ra of 0.65 µm, Rt value of 4 µm, 30CrMo12 as material, and
initial hardness of 250 HB) decrease by 7-16% after running at 430 MPa at 4000
and 2000 rpm (30 and 15 m/s) for 0.3 x 106 cycles. Having the same hardness
and material, but an Rt value of 2 – 2.5 µm, the shaved gears showed no sign of
running-in. Both these results are derived from both oil particle measurements and
surface roughness measurements. Andersson concludes that even at high speeds of
4000 rpm (30 m/s), still asperity to asperity contact occurs, and wear is relatively
small.

Flodin is one of the first to address the subject wear of gears in both a the-
oretical and experimental setup [11]. Flodin combined a Winkler contact model
with Archards wear law to simulate mild wear on a gear tooth, both for a helical
and a spur gear. An example of wear model results is shown in figure 2.5. In his
experimental setup, Flodin used a FZG back-to-back gear test rig to observe mild
wear in C-type gears. After running the gears for 128 hours, a comparison between
simulation and experiments is made. He concludes that sliding distance is the most
important factor and this is part of the Archards wear law.
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Figure 2.5: Modeled wear evolution of a gear flank [11].

Continuation of Flodin’s work has been further expanded by Bajpai et al. [12,13]
and included in Ding’s work [14]. Bajpai’s work combines Flodin’s approach to use
Archards wear model with the use of Vijayakar’s contact model [15] in gears. Bajpai
concludes that his methodology agrees well with experimental data and stresses the
importance of gear tooth modifications; specifically the total involute mismatch and
total involute crowning: “the wear results were shown to vary exponentially with
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the involute mismatch of contact surface slopes [. . . ] maximum wear depth in
the addendum and dedendum regions can be balanced if the negative of the total
mismatch is equal to the value of the total involute crown” [13]. Ding’s work further
builds on this wear model and studies the effect of wear on the dynamics of a gear
mesh.

An approach focused on twin disc experiments and simulation to predict running-
in of gears is taken by Akbarzadeh and Khonsari [16–18]. Simulation of running-in
is developed based on a line contact which includes the influence of both asperities
and lubricant. This simulation is performed along the line of action of a partic-
ular gear mesh. Based on over 2000 parametric results a formula to determine
running-in was fitted.

Experiments were mostly performed on a twin disc machine in which rollers
with different hardness were tested at different operating conditions and their wear
rates and surface roughness were compared. From the simulation and experiments
results they summarize:

A remarkable output of this simulation corresponds to the idea of op-
timized operating conditions. It is observed that corresponding to each
applied load, there is a value of speed which results in minimum arith-
metic average of asperity heights at the end of running-in period. [16]

More recently, Sjöberg’s work [19] studies running-in by focusing on manufac-
turing methods by combining contact simulations with surface roughness measure-
ments. Sjöberg concludes that the manufacturing methods drastically change the
real contact area ratio and hence its running-in. Sjöberg also shows a great im-
provement in scuffing resistance with the addition of manganese phosphate and
suggests this as a possible coating for running-in.

2.6 Defining running-in and general conclusions from
literature

Probably one of the most eluding questions the author has come across is: “What is
running-in?” The author has found no consensus on a definition, but will summarize
some of the definitions from leading experts in the fields of gear technology, surface
topography, chemistry, tribology, etc.:

• When the wear rate has reached some equilibrium,

• flattening of asperity peaks after a given number of cycles,

• when the friction and wear have reached a steady state,

• a system characteristic in which surfaces have conformed to one another,

• the initial cycles the machine is operated,
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• a process which smoothens a surface and allows the tribochemistry of the oil
to react at the contacting surfaces.

Peter Blau is perhaps one of the most prolific writers and researchers in ana-
lyzing running-in, so it is of no surprise that he has also defined running-in. In
his book Friction and Wear transitions of materials: break-in, run-in, wear-in [20]
Blau defines the following terms:

• Running-in: “[...] the process which occurs prior to steady state when two
or more solid surfaces are brought together under load and moved relative to
one another. This process is usually accompanied by changes in macroscopic
friction of force and/or rate of wear.”

• Running in (no hyphen) as to “impose a set of conditions on a tribosystem
to reduce the time required to achieve a steady state, improve long term
performance, and/or to cause a state of geometric conformity to exist at the
contact surfaces of that system [. . . ] there can be run in for friction or wear.”

• Break-in is defined as the same as running-in.

• Wear-in as “those wear processes which precede the acquisition of steady state
rate of wear".

• Wear in as “to run in specifically for wear conditioning”.

Several researchers have been in accordance with Blau, for example Bengtsson
and Rönnberg [21], Jeng, Lin, and Shyu [22], Zhang et al [23]. While others such
as Wu and Zheng [24], Shirong and Gouan [25], Ishibashi and Hoyashita [26] have
omitted to define running-in. And finally others have similar definitions as the
ones presented by the researchers above, Chowdhury et. al [27], Rowe et. al [28],
Nogueira et. al. [29], Jamari [30], Ismail [31], van Drogen [32], Bosman [33]. All
these researchers have studied running-in from a general point of view and have
come to one or multiple general conclusions about the phenomenon:

• Running-in involves some kind of asperity reduction [20–22,24,27,28,34,35].

• Surface parameters can serve as a guide for running-in [22–24].

• Plastic deformation of asperities is in someway present during running-in
[24,27,30,36].

• Initial surface roughness plays a crucial role [23,26,34].

• Tribochemistry plays an important part in running-in [33,35].
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An example of a description of the wear mechanism during running-in byWu and
Zheng [24] is shown in figure 2.6. This figure summarizes clearly a possible surface
transformation component of running-in, comprising of wear, plastic deformation
and possible damage mechanism. The figure shows what occurs during normal
loading of a non-conformal contact with a small area being both elastically and
plastically deformed. Once the tangential traction happens, two outcomes can
occur; surface damage and/or wear particles being dislodged from the contacting
surface.

Figure 2.6: Wear development process during running-in according to Wu and
Zheng [24]. Shows the initial contact between two surfaces resulting in a non-
conformal contact and leading to a elastic and plastic regime. Once a relative
movement between the surfaces is set, two possibilities may occur: wear of the
surface or some instance of damage/transformation.

2.7 Introduction to gear geometry

Most cylindrical gears today have a specific shape, namely an involute profile. The
shape was used for the first time in gears by Euler in the 17th century [37]. The
involute profile has the following advantages compared to other profiles:

• Easy manufacturing from a generation cutter,

• ability to transmit angular velocity uniformly,
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• changing the center distance between gears does not change the ability to
transmit angular velocity uniformly,

• nominally high efficiency.

An involute is a specific profile which can be defined by this parametric equation:

x = rb(cos(φ) + φ sin(φ))
z = rb(sin(φ)− φ cos(φ))

(2.1)

in which rb is the base circle radius and φ is the roll angle. This shape allows the
gear profile, as mentioned earlier, to be generated from a straight line translating,
as the blank rotates.

The mating of involute profiles provides a transmission which normally has a
point in which there is no sliding, denoted as the pitch point, and positive and
negative sliding proportional to the distance from this point. This sliding is the
cause for most of the losses and loss of life in gear drives, but is inevitable in order
to maintain a uniform transfer of motion from one gear to the next. Throughout
this thesis the gear mesh will be assumed as a lubricated metal contact of involute
gears.

2.8 Correlation between surface topography and
manufacturing

The dreams of design engineers need to be created by some physical means, be it
forging, cutting, welding, deposition, etc. These means, however, leave desired (or
undesired) traces of the techniques used in generating an object. The traces usually
derive from a combination of tooling and machine kinematics used when forming
the object. Gears are no exception, and special care needs to be taken on their
contacting surfaces.

Topography is the three dimensional characterization of a surface’ s geometry,
and its features depend on the method of generation. Turning for example leaves
repetitive scallops whose geometry depends on the feed of the lathe, the speed of
rotation of the chuck, the geometry of the tool, the material being cut, etc. In
gears a hobbing will also produce scallops but these will be less repetitive along the
tooth flank due to the generation kinematics. These surface features make up the
surface topography and characterize its shape. The surface topography is a major
parameter to be taken into consideration when analyzing the surface endurance due
to its size in relation to the contact size.

2.9 Surface generation methods

Generation grinding is a finishing method which is used where stringent geometri-
cal tolerances are necessary to ensure optimal performance and life. The process
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involves utilizing an abrasive worm wheel which moves tangent to the surface,
grinding away excess material. This produces a surface lay which is parallel to the
grinding direction and in the case of spur gears makes transverse grinding marks
with respect to the gear contact as shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Schematic of surface lay produced from generation grinding. [19]

The gear specimens in this thesis were first ground (by generation grinding), all
in the same batch, and later superfinished. Superfinishing in this thesis refers to a
chemical mechanical process in which the gears undergo decreased surface roughness
but still keeping their geometrical and micro-geometrical properties. The process
starts from a finished gear shape immersed in a weak acid which tries only to act
on the surface layer. Along with these weak acids hard particles are added which
will later serve to polish the surface. Once the reaction has started, the solution,
abrasive particles and components are vibrated at high frequency enabling the
burnishing of the surfaces. The process continues until the desired surface quality
is achieved.

2.10 Concepts separation of form, waviness and roughness

Lemuel Gulliver (from Gulliver’s Travel) is probably the person - fictional or not -
who could explain best how form, waviness and roughness are all a matter of size
and who observes them. And just like for Gulliver different points of view exist
in contact analysis, topography analysis, production, design, quality, etc. which
denote form, waviness and roughness differently. Thomas [38] also describes this
phenomenon:

“[...] no generally agreed wavelength which divides roughness from waviness, it
is a matter of subjective assessment.”

However, Thomas subjectively divides form, waviness and roughness based on hav-
ing the long wavelengths associated with form errors and the shortest wavelengths
with roughness (waviness being in between these two). It is however important to
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understand that depending on the form and waviness filtering method employed,
surface roughness results can vary substantially from one user to the next. Even
more important, for roughness data to be handled in an engineering context, the
user must understand the techniques used to remove the different components from
the surface topography and hence how these components in the end will be operated.
In general terms form, waviness and roughness can be schematically represented as
described in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of form, waviness and roughness and separation of each
component.

2.11 Efficiency of gears

Different parameters affecting gear efficiency, such as gear geometry, lubrication,
additives, surfaces, etc., have been studied for decades. The first instance the
author has found on an analytical decomposition of gear efficiency with respect
to the line of action is by Leutwiler [39]. Classical work by Benedict and Kelley
[40] first explored the instantaneous coefficient of friction during gear contact, and
includes interesting discussions by Hersey and Blok. In 1978 Martin [41] reviewed
friction prediction methods for gears and reports a reasonable correlation in EHD
prediction models but not so strong in the mixed regime. More importantly, Martin
acknowledges the large scatter in friction due to misalignment and dynamic loads
and hence suggests a safety factor of 1.5 to 2 when predicting friction. Rebbechi,
Oswald and Townsend [42] tackled the effect of dynamic loads on friction. They
conclude that it is more difficult to predict the dynamic coefficient of friction when
compared to static friction. Hinterstoißer et. al. [43] compare different methods
to increase efficiency of gears and conclude a reduction of up to 50% of power
losses as possible, and acknowledge that a compromise is needed between increased
efficiency, load carrying capacity and noise. Overall, gear losses have been divided
into load-dependent and load-independent losses by several authors.
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In terms of load-dependent losses, several authors have studied numerous pa-
rameters. Fernandes et. al. [44,45] focus mainly on gear oil formulation to increase
efficiency in a back-to-back configuration and conclude that the tested polyalkylene
glycol (PAGD) exhibits the lowest friction in speeds from 200-1200 rpm and loads
of up to 900 MPa. Marques et. al. [46] show similar conclusions as Fernandes.
Castro et. al. [47] study the correlation between twin discs and gears and find poor
correlation in the mixed regime. Xu [48] analyses previous friction models and uses
a ball on disc to develop a new friction model. He uses these results in parallel
axis and hypoid gears and finds "commendable" correlation to experimental data.
Doleschel et. al. [49] analyze twin disc and gear friction data while comparing min-
eral and synthetic oils and show lower friction values for twin discs than gear mesh,
as well as lower friction for synthetic oils. These authors also develop a method
to test the efficiency of different lubricants [50]. Diab et. al. [51] develop a gear
loss model and use friction data from twin discs as input into this model. They
conclude that slight deviations in proposed models lead to significant differences
in power loss. Ville et. al. [52] analyze the effect of the geometrical modification,
tip relief, in terms of efficiency and show an increase in efficiency due to profile tip
modification.

Kahraman [53] shows a clear example on the distribution of power loss sources
comparing two loads, see figure 2.9. The left figure, low load, shows a considerable
amount of power loss (greater than 60%) from bearings and drag, while the higher
load (right figure) shows a considerable amount of power loss from the gear mesh
(over 60% over all speeds).

Figure 2.9: Power losses versus speed in a rear axle transmission at two different
loads [53].
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A limited number of authors have addressed the effect of surface topography on
efficiency of gears. Britton et. al. [54] compare a rough surface and a superfinished
surface with the later resulting in 30% lower frictional torque at 5000 rpm and a
10 ℃ lower bulk temperature. Petry-Johnson et. al. [55] compare different number
of teeth as well as different surfaces and show a higher efficiency improvement with
more teeth.

In terms of load-independent losses, i.e. churning and windage losses, several
works have analyzed different aspects. Changenet and Velex [56] developed a model
to predict churning losses in automotive transmissions and noted the dependency
of speed, viscosity and temperature at high speeds. Seetharaman et. al. [57,58] also
analyze and develop a model and validation to predict churning losses. This model
contradicts the experimental results presented by Changenet and Velex in terms
of dependence of viscosity. Vollmer et. al. [59] dedicate part of their analysis of
thermal power losses due to load-independent losses and use another model based
on constants derived from experimental work.

2.12 Gear surface measurement and effects

Gear measurement techniques are normally dominated by commercial providers of
Gear Measuring Machines (GMM), hence their methods are proprietary in nature.
However, a few authors have discussed different methods to measure and postpro-
cess gear suface measurements. Lotze and Haertig explore the use of Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM) for measuring gear flanks with reference to a rotational
axis and the use of an optimization procedure, but do not inspect the surface to-
pography [60]. Gao et. al. [61] develop a mathematical model to determine the
minimum number of points needed to define a gear profile. Goch [62] extensively
studies different methods to inspect gears and their limitations, without referring
to in situ measurement techniques. Amini et. al. [63] attempt to correlate gear
topography measurements, in terms of spectral analysis, with gear noise and at-
tribute gear noise to undulations on the gear surfaces. Andersson [8] measures gear
surfaces in situ with a profilometer with a skid to extract the Rz parameter.

2.13 Brief background into rough contact simulation

The study of simulation of rough contacts, both analytically and numerically, is a
subject matter which several books, articles, publications, etc. have been written
about and due to this, only a brief survey is presented here.

Perhaps the historically most influential work on the simulation of contact of
rough surfaces was presented by Greenwood and Williamson [64]. Here they calcu-
late the real contact area and plasticity index based on input parameters such as
asperity curvature, density and slope. One does not need to analyze very far before
one starts to wonder: "what is an asperity slope?". Furthermore, such parameters
are heavily dependent on the sampling distance (distance interval in which surface
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heights are measured) of a rough surface. These aspects were analyzed several
decades later in length again by Greenwood et al. [65], which conclude: "the defi-
nition of ’peak’ as a point higher than its neighbors on a profile sampled at a finite
sampling interval was, in retrospect, a mistake [...]".

In terms of discrete elastic numerical methods for contact problems, including
both smooth and rough contacts, three stand out:

• Surface integral method.

• Discrete convolution FFT.

• Multilevel multi-integration.

All methods aim at determining the pressure distribution in each interacting
cell of the two surfaces in contact and by extension calculate properties such as
real contact area, contact pressure and contact stiffness. The methods will be
introduced briefly below.

The surface integral method, also known as the boundary element method or
matrix inversion method, can be characterized as a method in which influence
coefficient matrix is assembled based on the size of the cell, the relative distance
between the cells and material properties, which is used to solve directly the pressure
distribution having as input a known deformation. Such method is explained in
detail by Björklund [66] and Johnson [67] and described for a 2D contact in Chapter
5 of this thesis.

The Discrete Convolution Fast Fourier Transform (DCFFT) method solves the
same underlying equation used in the integral method, but treats the "integrals
as the convolution of the Fourier space" [68]. In essence, the spacial domain is
transformed into the frequency domain and then is operated in such domain with
specific methods to solve the contact problem. This enables the solution of the
contact problem to perform less operations and utilize less memory.

The multilevel multi-integration is a method utilizing multigrid techniques to
solve the contact problem. As thoroughly explained by Lubrecht [69], the multilevel
multi-integration method cycles through different mesh sizes in order to smoothen
out the errors in each iteration and solve the contact problem. When compared to
the surface integral method, this method also performs less operations and utilizes
less memory.

2.14 Background to simulation of running-in

While running-in and empirical knowledge of its benefits has been known perhaps
since the dawn of man using rudimentary tools, its extent and prediction has eluded
us. One author which has dealt with running-in over decades is Johnson - curiously
he did not name running-in as such but instead labeled it as shakedown. In his
works [70–74] Johnson examines the effect of plastic deformation in the subsurface
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of a rolling sliding contact and defines a shakedown limit for such contact. He
defines shakedown as the process in which after initial plastic deformation of the
subsurface, the introduced residual stresses make contact elastic. In the case of
elastic roller on a frictionless elastic halfspace, the shakedown limit is 66 % above the
first yield of the material, i.e. plastic deformation will occur only if this threshold is
surpassed. If friction is introduced into the analysis, the shakedown limit is lowered
and the location of maximum residual stresses starts to "move" towards the surface
as the friction coefficient is increased. While the theoretical approach to a smooth
rolling sliding contact is presented, a closer scrutiny of running-in of rough contact
is needed.

The simulation of rough metallic contacts has been explored by several authors
including some form of a running-in simulation. In general, simulations and mea-
surements in relatively straightforward tribological contacts have shown asperity
reduction when dealing with running-in. Work by Bryant et al. [75] used finite
elements to simulate initial contact between a rigid plane and an elastic plastic
rough surface and found that only the asperity peaks have been deformed during
initial contact. This was further expanded by Weeks [76] and Alshahrany [77] and
additionally shown by Clarke et al. [78], all of which illustrate experimental results
of twin discs and/or finite element simulation showing the same phenomena of as-
perity reduction. Berthe et al. [79], which is expanded from [80], use a precisely
rotating twin disc to study, both experimentally and numerically, the initial con-
tacts between rough surfaces. They also find mainly asperity deformation in the
initial cycles. Ismail [31] and Taşan [81] also find this asperity deformation in their
measurements. All these works have shown that running-in happens in the initial
cycles, but measurement of a gear surface with asperity relocation has not been
studied, nor the pronounced effect of the lower cutoff wavelength been shown.





Chapter 3

Efficiency aspect of running-in

This chapter summarizes the testing method and results for the efficiency aspect
of running-in.

3.1 Back-to-back gear test rig

A back-to-back test gear test rig developed by Forschungsstelle für Zahnräder und
Getriebebau (FZG), see figure 3.1, is used throughout this research in order to
analyze the different aspects of running-in. The back-to-back setup consists of
two gearboxes (#1 and #3, denoted as test gearbox (TGB) and slave gearbox
respectively (SGB)) which are connected to each other, wheel to wheel, pinion
to pinion, forming a power loop between them. Additionally, a motor (#5) is
connected to the wheel of one of the gearboxes, denoted as the slave gearbox (#3),
providing the losses generated in the power loop. In effect, both gearboxes transmit
power to one another, like a motor and a generator coupled together. In order to
measure the power accurately, a torque sensor (#4) is placed between the motor
and the slave gearbox. To add a torque into the power loop, torque is applied to
the torque clutch (#2) by means of weights and a lever arm. A torque sensor on
the pinion shaft of the TGB (not shown in the figure) is used to verify that the
applied torque is correct.

3.2 Gear specimen geometry and material

The gear geometry used in all tests is identical to the standard FZG C-Pt geometry
except that the gears tested also have tip relief. Gear parameters are presented in
table 3.1.

All tested gears in this thesis are made from 16MnCr5 steel, which have a
material composition as shown in table 3.2. All gears were case hardened and
tempered, reaching a surface hardness of 730 HV50. Also the test specimens in this
thesis and the attached articles are from the same material batch.

19
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the FZG back-to-back test rig. #1 test gearbox, #2 load
clutch which enables the torque loading inside the power loop, #3 slave gearbox,
#4 torque sensor, #5 motor.

3.3 Lubrication

During testing both gearboxes were dip lubricated with a commercial truck gear-
box oil, a polyalphaolefin (PAO) with a density of 837 kg m−3 and with nominal
viscosities of 64.1 cSt at 40 ℃ and 11.8 cSt at 100 ℃. In both gearboxes 1.5 liters
of oil were used, which corresponds to approximately half the center of the shafts.
To ensure that the oil was submerged to the height of the center of the shafts, a
distance of 103 mm from the bottom of the gearbox was confirmed for all tests.
Note that the lubricant was filtered through a pore size of 8 µm before it was used.

The temperature dependency on the dynamic viscosity of a lubricant can be
defined by Vogel’s equation, equation 3.1.

η = η0V e
B0V

T −T0V (3.1)

For the tested lubricant the parameters for the fitted equation, based on mea-
surements performed in a parallel plate rheometer, are shown in table 3.3. Such
measurement and fitted equation are shown in figure 3.2.

3.4 Sensors, parameter control and assembly scatter

The information presented here is a summary of results presented in [82] and re-
capped due to their affinity with the results shown in this thesis.

The back-to-back gear setup contained several sensors which varied in range,
accuracy and resolution. Overall the back-to-back gear test rig can be used at
controlled oil temperatures of 30-120 °C, inside power loop torques of 0 to 1000
Nm, speeds of 50 to 3500 rpm of the wheel and gears with a center distance of 91.5
mm. Specifically these parameters are measured the following way:
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Table 3.1: Modified FZG C-Pt parameters.

Parameter Standard Modified Unit
Centre distance a 91.5 mm
Face width b 14 mm

Pitch diameter dw1 73.2 mm
dw2 109.8 mm

Tip diameter da1 82.46 mm
da2 118.36 mm

Module mn 4.5 mm

Number of teeth z1 16
z2 24

Addendum modification factor x1 0.18
x2 0.17

Pressure angle α 20 °
Working pressure angle αw 22.44 °
Helix angle β 0 °

Tip relief Ca1 0 20 µm
Ca2 0 20 µm

Starting diameter for tip relief dg1 0 80.3 mm
dg2 0 115.9 mm

Lead crowning Cb1 0 µm
Cb2 0 µm

Quality class DIN 3965 - ≤ 5

Table 3.2: Range of elements for 16MnCr5.

Element C% Si% Mn% P% S% Cr%
Range 0.14-0.19 max 0.40 1.00-1.30 max 0.025 0.020-0.035 0.80-1.10

Ni% Cu% Mo% Al%
max 0.3 max 0.3 max 0.15 0.020-0.040

• A PT-100 sensor on each gearbox was used to control the oil temperature.
Nominal temperature control was ± 3 °C, unless stated otherwise.

• Full bridge strain gages are used to measure the inside power loop torque.
The range of measurements for the strain gage is the same as the test rig
loading.

• A torque meter is used to measure the outside power loop torque. This
measures torques from 0-20 Nm and has a measurements uncertainty of 0.08
Nm.
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Table 3.3: Vogel parameters for tested lubricant in Kelvin

Value
η0V 0.05858
B0V 1344
T0V -119.2
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Figure 3.2: Dynamic viscosity vs. temperature for the tested oil.

• The speed was measured by the motor encoder. It had an overall spread in
speed of ± 2 rpm.

In terms of assembly, results from efficiency testing show that low speed has
a large scatter [82]. Such scatter at high speeds is dominated by the amount of
oil, and preheating time has a large effect on mean efficiency and scatter. Other
parameters such as loading the inside power loop torque do not change the scatter
nor the mean efficiency. Note that the use of a full bridge strain gage in the inside
power loop torque guarantees that the loading is at the right level.

3.5 Calculation of efficiency and friction

In the interest of determining the mean gear friction from a back-to-back configu-
ration, the following equations are used:

PTotal = PLoad + PLoadInd (3.2)

Where the load-dependent losses can be further decomposed into:
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PLoad = PTotalLoadBearing + PTotalLoadGear (3.3)

of which PLoad and PLoadInd are the load-dependent and load-independent
power losses, while PTotal is the total power loss. PLoad can be further decom-
posed into bearing and gear power load-dependent power losses, PTotalLoadBearing
and PTotalLoadGear. The total bearing load-dependent losses can be estimated based
on the summation of the contribution of each of the bearings.

PTotalLoadBearing =
nb∑
i=1

PBearingLoad,i (3.4)

Each load-dependent bearing power loss can be calculated based on equation
3.5 below in which the torque component TSTA was modeled based on experimental
data (more about this formulation in the following section) and ω is the angular
velocity of the bearing.

PBearingLoad,i = (TSTA,i)ωi (3.5)

By measuring directly the input torque for the load-dependent and independent
power loss and calculating the total load-dependent bearing power loss based on the
equations above, PTotalLoadGear can be solved for, as done previously by Vollmer
et. al. [59]. Therefore the gear power loss PMesh for a specific gear mesh can be
calculated as follows, assuming that both gearboxes contribute to the same power
loss:

PMesh = 0.5PTotalLoadGear (3.6)

Hence the mesh efficiency ηmesh is calculated as follows:

ηmesh = 1− Pmesh
PTrans

(3.7)

Where the power transfered through the gearbox Ptrans is:

PTrans = ω1T1 = ω2T2 (3.8)

Additionally, frictional power loss can be formulated as:

P (x) = µ(x)FN (x)vs(x) (3.9)

Where P (x), µ(x), FN (x) and vs(x) are the instantaneous power, friction, nor-
mal contact force and sliding speed along the line of action x, respectively.

In order to obtain a mean coefficient of friction µm along the line of action,
the mean value theorem is applied (and since there is a linear relationship between
the distance along the line of action and time) to equation 3.9 and rearranging the
formula becomes:
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PMesh = Ftmaxvtµm
1

cos(αw)
1
pb

∫ E

A

[
Fc(x)
Fcmax

vs(x)
vt

]
dx (3.10)

Where Ftmax and vt are the tangential max force and velocity respectively, Fc(x)
is the instantaneous contact force, αw is the working pressure angle, pb is the base
pitch and the start and end of integration points A and E are the start and end of
mesh respectively.

The same equation is used by Vollmer et. al. [59] which is taken by Ohlendorf
[83] who defined a non-dimensional parameter Hv as:

Hv = 1
cos(αw)

1
pb

∫ E

A

[
Fc(x)
Fcmax

vs(x)
vt

]
dx

' π(u+ 1)
z1ucos(βb)

(1− εα + ε2
1 + ε2

2) (3.11)

Where u is the gear ratio, z1 is the number of teeth of the pinion, βb is the
helix angle and ε are different contact ratios as described in the nomenclature. By
combining equations 3.10 and 3.12 PMesh can be written as:

PMesh = FtmaxvtµmHv (3.12)

In terms of mesh efficiency the coefficient of friction can be calculated by com-
bining equation 3.12 and 3.7:

µm = 1− ηMesh

Hv
(3.13)

By obtaining PMesh experimentally, µm can be calculated. One must be cau-
tious when utilizing the Hv parameter in the form presented in equation 3.11 (bot-
tom) since it assumes a load distribution of half the maximum load when two teeth
are in contact and a maximum load when one tooth is in contact, hence not tak-
ing into account the elasticity of gear teeth. It is also important to note that the
coefficient of friction is a mean coefficient of friction across the mesh, not an instan-
taneous one. Note that the coefficient of friction varies along the mesh since both
the sliding speed (from negative to positive sliding) and the load varies significantly.
However, this cannot be studied in the current back-to-back experimental setup.

Further work by the author and others [84] have analyzed the Hv factor by using
finite elements and other analytical methods to understand how different methods
of obtaining such factor affect the sensibility to the friction coefficient. For the
gear geometry shown in table 3.1 an Hv factor between 0.172 and 0.185 was found
depending on the method used. This contrasts with the value of 0.195 found from
equation 3.11, mainly due to the smoother load sharing introduced by the inclusion
of tip relief in the tested gears. However, this difference in Hv was shown to be in
the same order of magnitude as the spread of the test results.
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3.6 Calculation of bearing friction

Having defined previously a method to determine gear mesh efficiency and friction,
the following section explores five load-dependent bearing loss models and how
these affect gear mesh efficiency/losses.

SKF model
The following equations were used in Papers B-D to calculate the bearing load-
dependent friction originating from the SKF general catalog [85]. These equations
are used in the latest gear related articles [86–89]. The total frictional torque in
this model is separated into four components:

• Rolling torque Trr

• Sliding torque Tsl

• Viscous torque Tdrag

• Seal torque Tseal

In effect:
TSKF = Trr + Tsl + Tdrag + Tseal (3.14)

Since at the beginning of each test the gears are run at no load, Tdrag can be
subtracted from the contact load, and Tseal is not applicable since no seals are
present in the bearings. Further defining Trr and Tsl:

Trr = ΦishΦrsGrr(νn)0.6 (3.15)

Tsl = Gslµsl (3.16)

Φish = 1
1 + (1.84× 10−9)(ndm)1.28ν0.64 (3.17)

Φrs = 1

e
[Krsνn(d+D)

√
Kz

2(D−d
]

(3.18)

Grr = R1d
2.41
m F 0.31

r (3.19)

Gsl = S1d
0.9
m Fa + S2dmFr (3.20)

µsl = ϕblµbl + (1− ϕbl)µEHL (3.21)
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ϕbl = 1
e2.6×10−8(nν)1.4dm

(3.22)

For the sake of simplicity the name of each variable can be found in the nomen-
clature and some further information is found in reference [85]. The values of the
factors used in this thesis from the above equations are shown in table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Constants used in SKF model.

Variable D d do dm B Krs Kz KL S1 S2 µBL µEHL R1
Value 90 30 45 60 23 0 5.1 0.65 0.16 1.50× 10−3 0.15 0.02 1.00× 10−6

Units mm mm mm mm mm - - - - - - - -

STA model

The need to verify the bearing losses became clear early on during the writing of
Paper B as the bearing losses amounted to a large percentage of the total trans-
mission losses. Due to this, it was determined decisive to directly measure bearing
load-dependent losses for the back-to-back configuration utilized. Therefore the
STA model was developed at KTH. Such model is fully detailed in Tu’s thesis [90].

The model was generated from bearing loss measurements in one of the gear-
boxes used in the back-to-back setup. Several speeds, loads and oil heights were
primarily tested, as were different oils used as a means for comparison. From such
tests the following equation was found to fit well in the speed and load range tested:

TSTA = An+ B

n
+ C (3.23)

Where A, B and C are fitted constants depending on the operating conditions
and n is the bearing speed in rpm. The parameters for different loads and lubrica-
tion methods for the oil type detailed previously can be found in the appendix A.2.
It is important to note that for each load, oil type and lubrication method a differ-
ent set of parameters are needed, which are fitted from a set of experimental data.
Also, in the case of spray lubrication, a low oil level (oil level was set to half of the
bottom most roller to be submerged) was chosen to emulate spray lubrication.

Unlike the other models in this section, this model has only been shown to be
valid for the NJ 406 cylindrical roller bearings, which are the ones operated in the
presented gear back-to-back configuration.

Due to physical constraints of the test rig in question, the bearing torque losses
were measured at rotational speeds of 87 to 3479 rpm, loads from 527 to 3572 N,
and dip or spray lubrication. Note that dip lubrication is defined as half of the
bearing diameter submerged in oil.

An extra set of parameters were extrapolated from the data for the load of
4509 N by taking into account the following conditions:
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• Linearity of the B parameter with respect to load. Parameter B can then be
calculated.

• Location of minimum torque with respect to speed, i.e. at what speed
dTST A

dn = 0 occurs. Having parameter B, A can be calculated.

• Minimum expected friction. If a pseudo coefficient of friction is calculated
(TST A

Frdm
= fpseudo), the minimum expected friction can then be set. With B

and A calculated from the methods in the points above, C can be calculated.

Since the speed ranges in the back-to-back test include bearing speeds from 87
to 5219 rpm, the torque loss calculated from 3479 to 5219 rpm will be assumed to
be valid from the parameters derived from each load.

Experimental and extrapolated results can be seen in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Bearing torque loss for different loads and speeds, fitted experimental
data and extrapolated data, STA model.

Harris/Palmgren model (HP)

The Harris/Palmgren [91] equation has the following form:

THP = fHP
Frdm
1000 (3.24)

In which the torque loss THP is speed independent. The value of fHP is chosen
from Harris with a value of 0.0003 and a dm of 60 mm - both were determined by
the bearing used, NJ 406.

Equation 3.24 formulation has been employed by several authors to determine
gear mesh losses [55,92].
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Harris/Palmgren with loss factor model (HPXLL)

The Harris/Palmgren model with loss factor is a model presented by Höhn et al. [50]
and is later put into practice in the FVA 345 [93] for the friction characterization
of gear oils. The torque loss equation for this model is:

THPXLL = fHPXLL
Frdm
1000 XLL(ϑ) (3.25)

WhereXLL aims to describe the frictional behavior of the lubricant at a predom-
inately EHD lubrication regime and is only a function of temperature and lubricant
type. For the used oil it was determined to be:

XLL(ϑ) = −0.0015ϑ+ 0.8209 (3.26)

Where the constants in the loss factor XLL are derived experimentally as de-
scribed by Höhn et al. [50].

SKF model Porto modified (SKFPorto)

Fernandez et al. [88] modified the constants µbl and µEHL in equation 3.21. Here
the values were set to 0.039 and 0.010 for µbl and µEHL respectively based on
an approximation to the oil and temperature. It is further mentioned that these
constants are only valid from 54 to 870 rpm, but are used above this range for the
sake of comparison.

Comparison between the different models

A comparison between the five different models is shown in figure 3.4, a specific
load of 1403 N (Load Stage 5, LS5) is chosen as an example.

Figure 3.4 displays three groups of models. HP and HPXLL show invariance
to speed. SKF and SKFPorto result in the same tendency of increasing losses
as speed increases, with the latter showing lower losses at the lower speeds. The
STA model however shows a "Stribeck like" shape, with the lower speeds showing
considerable losses, a drop to a minimum and then an almost linear increase of the
load-dependent losses.

The effect of the different models on the mesh efficiency of ground gears under
dip lubrication can be seen in figure 3.5. Overall, the SKF model shows the highest
efficiency, while at higher speeds the STA model shows a higher efficiency when
compared to the HP and HPXLL models. While to most readers a change from
99.8 % to 99.7 % does not seem of great interest, at these high efficiencies such
differences would account to an increase of 50 % in the load-dependent losses.
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Figure 3.5: Ground gear efficiency calculation from experimental data based on
different bearing models. With Fr = 1403 N and Fr = 4509 N being equal to 0.9
and 1.7 GPa of max Hertzian contact stress at the pitch point of the tested gears
respectively.

3.7 Efficiency difference between ground gears at different
running-in conditions

Having explained the theoretical premise used to calculate gear mesh efficiency,
the following section describes the method applied and results used to quantify the
difference in efficiency due to different running-in methods.
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In order to determine the effect of different running-in conditions, load was
chosen as experimental parameter. The back-to-back test rig was set up with
both the slave and test gearbox containing the same gears in order to equally
divide the losses between them. The running-in procedure consisted of loading the
inside power loop to one of two loads: 94 Nm or 302 Nm, which correspond to the
maximum Hertzian pressures of 1.7 or 0.9 GPa at the pitch (calculation method in
Appendix A). Both test rigs were heated up to 90 ℃, controlled at this temperature
and run at 87 rpm (the wheel rpm) for 4 hours for the running-in procedure.

Subsequent to the running-in procedure an efficiency test was performed. The
efficiency test first consisted of preheating and controlling the temperature at 90 ℃,
followed by a step wise increase of speed with no load in the inside power loop
torque. These pitch speeds consisted of: 0.5, 1, 2, 3.2, 8.3, 10, 15, and 20 m/s.
Thereafter a new torque was applied onto the inside power loop and the same
speeds were tested 5 minutes per speed and load combination. The torques tested
are 0, 94, 182 and 302 Nm corresponding to 0, 0.9, 1.3 and 1.7 GPa at pitch point
maximum Hertzian contact pressure. Further information on the testing method
can be found in Paper B and C and is schematically shown in a flow diagram in
figure 3.6.

Three repetitions per running-in (i.e. a total of six tests including running-in
and efficiency testing) were performed in order to obtain more well founded data
on the effects of running-in on efficiency. In figure 3.7 a comparison of the effect of
two different running-in loads on gear mesh efficiency is shown when testing ground
gears. The data presented represents the median, the minimum and the maximum
value of each speed and load combination. A higher running-in load is shown to
have higher efficiency when compared to the lower running-in load. This is true for
all speed and load combinations.

It is noteworthy that in order to calculate the bearing load-dependent losses,
Paper B and C utilize the SKF formulation while figures 3.7 and 3.8 use the STA
model. Hence the reader will notice a slight disparity in shape and in efficiency
value, while the same differences are shown. This intended change from the bearing
model in the papers and the ones presented below is due to the date of publishing
Paper B and C where the SKF model was deemed the state of the art.

In Paper B, results from increasing temperature, i.e. decreasing viscosity, also
show the same trend that higher loading during running-in increases efficiency.

3.8 Efficiency difference between superfinished gears at
different running-in conditions

Superfinished gears were tested in the same manner as the ground gears in order
to determine if a higher running-in load would also increase the efficiency of a
smoother surface. Results from superfinished tests are shown in figure 3.8. These
results show that running-in does not affect superfinished gears in the same manner
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Figure 3.6: Flow diagram of running-in and efficiency test method including surface
measurement.

as for ground gears, and no measurable difference was found when comparing the
effects of the running-in procedure.
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3.9 Friction coefficient in terms of specific film thickness
and Hersey parameter

By using equation 3.13, a mean coefficient of friction can be calculated from the
measured torque loss by subtracting the load-independent losses and bearing load-
dependent losses as shown in equations above and using a value of 0.180 for Hv.
In order to visualize the mean coefficient of friction in a standard manner the
Hersey (H) and the specific film thickness (λ) parameter are calculated from the
test conditions. Such parameters are defined here as: [3]

H = η0V+

p̄
(3.27)

λ = hmin√
R2
q1 +R2

q2

(3.28)

Where η0 is defined in the lubrication section, V+ is the entrainment speed of the
gear contact and p̄ is the mean contact pressure. In terms of specific film thickness
λ, Rq is the root mean square of the surfaces in contact while hmin is the minimum
film thickness.
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Figure 3.8: Efficiency comparison of superfinished gears at different running-in
loads, both of which are dip lubricated with a controlled temperature of 90 ℃.
(Left) Speeds between 0.5 and 20 m/s. (Right) Close up for speeds between 0.5
and 3.2 m/s.

The Hersey parameter is also used by Schipper [3] to visualize a friction for a
non-conforming contact. The λ parameter is defined in this form by Gohar [94]. The
minimum film thickness hmin is then calculated from Dowson and Higginson’s [95]
equation for an elastohydrodynamic line contact and is defined for a non-conforming
contact as:

hmin = R(1.654U0.7G0.54W−0.13) = 1.654(η0V+)0.7R0.43α0.54b0.13

E0.03
r F 0.13

c

(3.29)

In which R is the composite radius, α in this case is the pressure viscosity
coefficient, b is the gear face width, Er is the reduced Young’s modulus and Fc is
the contact force.

In figure 3.9, both λ and Hersey number are plotted against the coefficient
of friction in order to compare the effects of the two running-in loads in ground
gears. A clear shift from right to left is shown in the Hersey graph, which matches
previously performed experiments by Shipper in non-conformal contacts [3].

3.10 Friction coefficient during running-in

As well as analyzing the effects of different running-in procedures on efficiency, the
friction component during the running in was analyzed. A sampling rate of 144 Hz
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logged pertinent data during the running-in procedure, namely input torque, inside
power loop torque, wheel speed and temperature. This high sampling rate allows
for an average measurement of 4.1 points per mesh. An example of the friction
response during running-in is shown in figure 3.10. Overall a high coefficient of
friction is seen during the very first cycles, followed by a relatively stable period.
This indicates a rapid transition from the initial state to a run-in state after just a
few contacts.
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Figure 3.10: Example response of mean gear friction during running-in at 0.9 GPa.



Chapter 4

Surface roughness aspects of
running-in

This chapter summarizes the testing method and results for the surface topography
aspect of running-in.

4.1 In situ measuring of gear surfaces

In this section a method for measuring gears in situ in the FZG test rig is presented.
The surface topography is measured with a Form Talysurf 50 mm Intra 2 manufac-
tured by Taylor Hobson, mounted directly on the test gearbox as shown in figure 4.2.
This instrument has a resolution of 16 nm over a 1-mm height range. Measuring the
surface topography in situ enables the surface topography to be inspected without
disassembling the test gearbox and hence changing system parameters such as gear
and bearing alignment, thermal stability, preload, shaft positioning, etc. By chang-
ing such parameters, subsequent test results might be affected. Surface roughness
was measured 6 mm along the wheel profile near the start of the active profile. In
this setup, only the wheel on the test gearbox can be measured due to physical
space constraints. A positioning stage is employed below the profilometer. This
enables profiles to be measured along the lead of the tooth (see figure 4.1). Note
that the surface roughness measurements are made using a contact profilometer
without a skid, enabling the determination of form, waviness, and roughness.

The profilometer’s overall positioning has two degrees of freedom: positioning
stage displacement (in the y direction) and linear motion (with a linear guide) along
an oblique angle situated on the x-z plane. These two degrees of freedom (see figure
4.1) allow the profilometer to be positioned to measure any part of the flank.

To reposition the profilometer in the same location, specific fixtures are em-
ployed. To position the profilometer in the profile direction, a spirit level is placed
on top of two specific teeth of the wheel; the spirit level utilized has an accuracy
of ±15 minutes of arc. If the surface lay is exceedingly directional along the lead,

35
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Figure 4.1: Profilometer schematic. (Left) Schematic stylus on measured tooth.
(Right) Schematic of profilometer with degrees of freedom.

Figure 4.2: Example of tooth measurement setup. (Left) Setup of actual tooth
measurement, styli is on the tooth surface. (Right) Overall setup of measurement
system.

as in the case of ground surfaces, the method described in section 4.3 is helpful for
positioning two profiles in the exact same position.

To accurately position the profilometer with reference to the gearbox, two shal-
low 3-mm pinholes are drilled into the top cover of the gearbox (not shown in the
figure). With the positioning stage, shown in figure 4.1 as a black rectangle, several
profiles were measured and subsequently stitched together to form a surface. This
device has an accuracy of ±5 µm.

4.2 Separating form, waviness and roughness in gears from
in situ measurements

The measured involute is a mathematically complicated form to extract from a
measurement, as it includes both waviness and roughness. The approach used here
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is to represent the form of the tooth utilizing a polynomial fit along the profile
direction. A polynomial of order 6 is shown (see Paper A for more details) to have
an adequate degree to capture the form of the involute while not capturing the
waviness nor the roughness from the measurement.

The difference between waviness and roughness depends on what wavelength
the user defines, which makes it a task based on guidelines and the purpose of the
surface measurement. The ISO 11562 [96] method uses a Gaussian filter to separate
the roughness from the waviness; a specified cutoff length in the filter excludes the
roughness from the waviness. A cutoff length of 0.8 mm was chosen for the tested
module of 4.5 mm. This set cutoff is close to a fifth of the measured profile length
and is a standard value, which is desirable for profile measurements. For example,
figure 4.3 shows the original waviness plus roughness, as well as the fitted waviness
of a measured gear surface. The filtered roughness profile enables the calculation
of the measured gear surface’s amplitude and wavelength.

With the filtered roughness profile, the amplitude and wavelength of the mea-
sured gear surface can be obtained.
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Figure 4.3: Separating waviness from roughness using a Gaussian filter: blue line,
original profile; black line, waviness; red line, roughness.

4.3 Effect of different cutoff wavelengths

As mentioned above, the difference between waviness and roughness depends on
what the user defines with their judgment. Additionally, an insightful question is
how small is an asperity? One typical answer is: As discrete as your measurement
equipment can measure. However, if this approach is employed for a rough contact
pressure distribution or analytical real contact area equations, one will quickly
see that pressure depends on the instrument used! In order to obtain meaningful
results, one must select some sort of lower bound frequency, i.e. a characteristic
cutoff wavelength. Such approach will be seen in the next chapter.

In this thesis two methods are applied to transform the measured surface in order
to obtain the characteristic cutoff wavelength. The first transformation consists of
resampling of the profile heights by skipping n sampling points of the measured
surface. The second transformation is done by choosing a cutoff wavelength λL
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and applying a Gaussian filter to the measured profile with such cutoff. Note
that the Gaussian filter will be a low pass filter. Only the low frequencies (large
wavelengths) will pass from a specific set cutoff length. It is key to understand
that the Gaussian filter does not have an abrupt wavelength cutoff, but a smooth
cutoff based on the cutoff length chosen. To understand this, one must see the
Gaussian filter in the frequency domain and note that the standard deviation is
approximately 0.19λL . See Thomas [97] for an in-depth discussion on this subject.
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Figure 4.4: Roughness of measured ground gear surface with different cutoff wave-
lengths.

4.4 Frequency content of a rough surface

Another way to analyze surfaces is in the frequency domain through its power
spectrum density (PSD). Such representation of a rough surface shines light into
characteristics which cannot be seen in the spatial domain. An example of the PSD
of the roughness and waviness of a ground gear surface is shown in figure 4.5.

In essence, the PSD can be calculated from the following equation:

Φ(ωf ) = 1
π

∫ ∞
−∞

z(x)e−iωfxdx (4.1)

Where x is a distance along the profile, z(x) the surface height at such a point, ωf
the angular frequency and Φ the amplitude of the surface heights. However, based
on the physical properties of most surfaces according to Sayles and Thomas [98],
the PSD for a rough surface can also be described as in equation 4.2.

Φ(ωf ) = Kω
−(5−2D)
f , 1 < D < 2 (4.2)

Where K is a constant and D is a fractal dimension of the surface. A measured
surface can be used to fit the parameters of equation 4.2 as shown in the upper
right corner of figure 4.5. Note that two equations were found to fit the measured
ground gear profile.
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Figure 4.5: Power spectrum density of the waviness and roughness of a ground gear
surface. Additionally, on the top right are two fitted equations.

4.5 Aligning profiles and determination of roll angle

Having measured profiles initially, after a set running-in and after efficiency test,
proper alignment along the profile direction allows to compare specific asperities
from one process to the next. The roughness of a surface has a specific sequence
of asperities and valleys which enable the user to readily assess if the profiles align
properly. Alignment of measured profiles along the gear profile direction is done
by utilizing the auto-correlation function and a maximum relative displacement.
The maximum auto-correlation inside this relative displacement yields aligned sur-
faces. This process is first performed comparing the initial and after run-in profiles
and then to the profiles measured after efficiency testing. A qualitative example
comparing initial to after running-in surfaces is shown in figure 4.6.

Determining the location of where each asperity is in contact, is also of interest
due to the possibility to use surface measurements in contact analysis. Asperity
locations on the gear flank are found based on the following equations:

ξi = xi −
dz
dx [1 + ( dzdx )2]

d2z
dx2

(4.3)

ηi = zi +
1 + ( dzdx )2

d2z
dx2

(4.4)

In which ξ and η are the center of curvature in the x and z directions, respec-
tively; for an example of this see figure 6 in Paper A. By obtaining the center of
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curvature for all points, the radius of curvature and roll angle are then obtained
using:

ρi =
√

(ξi − xi)2 + (ηi − zi)2 (4.5)

φi = ρi
rb

(4.6)
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Figure 4.6: Example of profile measurements from the initial state to the after
running-in at a maximum Hertzian contact pressure of 1.7 GPa.

4.6 Surface roughness results for ground gears

The manufactured ground gear surface was characterized using the roughness pa-
rameters shown in table 4.1. Initial refers to the as-manufactured ground sur-
face, after running-in refers to the measurements of the surfaces made after the set
running-in procedure and after efficiency test refers to the measurements performed
after a specific efficiency test as described in the previous section.

Table 4.1: Surface parameter results ground gears in µm.

Initial After running-in After efficiency test
0.9 GPa 1.7 GPa 0.9 GPa 1.7 GPa

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
Ra 0.32 0.10 0.36 0.12 0.25 0.03 0.30 0.08 0.24 0.01
Rz 2.27 0.55 2.41 0.55 1.88 0.37 2.24 0.34 1.76 0.06
Rpk 0.30 0.05 0.28 0.03 0.24 0.09 0.23 0.03 0.18 0.01

Overall table 4.1 shows that the higher running-in load (1.7 GPa) decreases
the surface roughness, while the lower running-in load shows no concrete change.
Furthermore, analyzing the changes after efficiency testing, the higher running-in
load shows less change from the after running-in surface when compared to the
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lower load, suggesting having reached steady state. Paper A further elaborates on
different surface roughness parameters and the effect of temperature.

4.7 Surface roughness results for superfinished gears

As a continuation of the ground work, superfinished gears were tested and in the
same manner, the surface roughness was measured. A qualitative comparison of
ground vs. superfinished surfaces is shown in figure 4.7. In table 4.2 surface pa-
rameters initially, after running-in and after efficiency tests are compared for su-
perfinished gears. The surface parameters shown in the table exhibit no significant
change during any of the two subsequent procedures, i.e. the superfinishing method
seems insensitive to running-in.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of ground and superfinished gear surfaces during initial,
after running-in and after efficiency testing.

Table 4.2: Surface parameter results superfinished gears.

Initial After running-in After efficiency test
0.9 GPa 1.7 GPa 0.9 GPa 1.7 GPa

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
Ra 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.01
Rz 0.75 0.15 0.76 0.09 0.69 0.08 0.74 0.08 0.64 0.08
Rpk 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.03
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4.8 Evolution of wear during running-in

In order to study asperity wear a test was elaborated. In this test the previ-
ously presented running-in procedure was divided into eleven intervals in which the
gear profile was measured utilizing the in situ method presented previously. The
Abbott-Firestone curve for all intervals is plotted in figure 4.8. This shows a distinct
difference between the initial surface and the subsequent surfaces, when comparing
the peaks of the surfaces. The first measured surface after running-in, green line,
occurs just 44 cycles after the initial surface. In order to have common valleys be-
tween each profile measurement, a method was developed in Paper D. This method
involves finding the difference between the means of the profiles being compared
and adding this difference to the first one being evaluated. Once the valleys are
fit and the profiles are laterally aligned, as explained in section 4.5, both profiles
are fitted against each other. The amount of wear after each cycle was calculated,
its result is shown in figure 4.9. As the figure shows, the only measurable change
was from the initial surface to after 44 cycles (the first time the gear surface was
measured).
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Figure 4.8: Abbott-Firestone curve at different number of contacts; notice that
the initial profile (initial surface) is distinctly different at the peaks. The different
colors on the legend represent the number of contacts. The maximum Hertzian
contact pressure was 1.7 GPa.

As well as analyzing the Abbott-Firestone curve, results from the Ra and Rpk
at different number of contact are shown in figure 4.10. Again in this figure, the
initial cycles are shown to exhibit the largest change in surface parameters. It is
important to point out that the errors overlap each other after the first initial 44
cycles, which can be interpreted as no meaningful change after the initial cycles.
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Chapter 5

Simulating running-in

This chapter deals with rough contact simulation, the determination of a lower
cutoff wavelength and the simulation of running-in.

5.1 Smooth contact

When first trying to understand the contact between two convex surfaces, i.e. a non-
conformal contact, a smooth contact approach is utilized. That is to say contact
pressures and size were first analyzed as a perfectly smooth surface. In the case of
two smooth infinitely long cylinders in contact (i.e. a line contact), the following
equations are applicable [67]:

a =
√

4FcR
bπE∗

(5.1)

p0 =
√
FcE∗

bπR
(5.2)

E∗ =
(1− ν2

1
E1

+ 1− ν2
1

E1

)−1
(5.3)

R =
( 1
R1

+ 1
R2

)−1
(5.4)

Where a is the contact semi-contact-width, E∗ is the equivalent Young’s mod-
ulus, E is the Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, p0 is the maximum contact
pressure, the subscripts 1 and 2 are profile one and two respectively and all other
variables are defined in previous chapters. And hence the pressure distribution
along the profile p(x) is defined as [99] :

p(x) = p0

√
1−

(x
a

)2
(5.5)

45
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The pressure distribution and the contacting surfaces can be seen in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: (Left) Geometry of smooth roller on flat plane, profile 2 and 1 re-
spectively. (Right) Contact pressure distribution in accordance to equation 5.5.
R =8.4 mm, E∗ =113 000 MPa, b =14 mm, Fc =9000 N.

5.2 Method to calculate contact pressures in normally
loaded rough 2D contacts

The previous equations are bound by geometries which are defined by curvatures.
One way to overcome this limitation is by numerical methods. While Björklund [66]
uses a numerical approach to solve 3D discretized contact problems, the following
equations can be used in the same manner to solve a line contact problem (plane
strain) with the deformation at any point on the profile being described by:

ūzi = 1
πE∗

n∑
j=1

Cijpj (5.6)

Cij = (x∆ − a) ln
(
x∆ − aL
aL

)2
− (x∆ + aL) ln

(
x∆ + aL
aL

)2
+ C0 (5.7)

x∆ =| xi − xj | (5.8)
Where ūz is the surface deformation, Cij is the population of compliance matrix,

aL is half the cell size and C0 is an arbitrary reference. To calculate the pressure
distribution:

Cp = πE∗(δ − h) (5.9)
In which δ is the approach distance of the two bodies in contact and h is a

vector containing the height difference of each discrete point of the two profiles in
contact. Consequently the pressure distribution for each cell, p, can be solved by
standard numerical methods.
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Figure 5.2: (Left) Geometry of smooth roller on flat plane. (Right) Contact pressure
comparison of analytical equation 5.5 and numerical equation 5.9. R =8.4 mm,
E∗ =113 000 MPa, b =14 mm, Fc =9000 N.
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Figure 5.3: (Left) Geometry of rough roller on flat plane. (Right) Contact pres-
sure comparison of a smooth and rough contact. R =8.4 mm, E∗ =113 000 MPa,
b =14 mm, Fc =9000 N. Rough surface is generated, normally distributed, Ra = 0.3
µm, no filtering and a sampling distance of 0.5 µm.

Plotting the pressure distribution between a steel plane and a smooth steel
roller of 8.4 mm radius can be seen in figure 5.2. This figure shows a comparison
of the analytical (equation 5.5) and numerical solution (solving equation 5.9) to
the contact problem, both of which concur. When comparing the smooth contact
to the rough contact (Ra of 0.3 µm ) in figure 5.3, the maximum contact pressure
is many times larger than the smooth condition. However, the total length of the
contact is similar.

Having now a method to calculate the normal contact pressure on the surface,
the contact pressure is divided into three categories:

• preal, is defined as the rough contact pressure distribution.

• pnom, is defined as the contact simulation between two smooth surfaces, i.e.
two forms in contact.
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• papparent, is defined as a Hertzian pressure whose shape is described by the
load and the area encompassed by the outermost cells in contact from a rough
contact simulation result.

It is key to note that in the case of contacting non-conformal rough surfaces in
which the roughness wavelength is considerably smaller than the equivalent radius:

papparent ≤ pnom (5.10)

In the case of contact between smooth surfaces:

papparent = pnom (5.11)

The difference between the different pressure distributions can be seen in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of different pressure distributions. R =8.4 mm,
E∗ =113 000 MPa, b =14 mm, Fc =9000 N. In the case of preal rough surface is
generated, normally distributed, Ra = 0.3 µm, no filtering and a sampling distance
of 0.5 µm.

5.3 Calculation of subsurface stresses from normal 2D
contact

Subsurface stresses can then be calculated from the known pressure above. John-
son’s [67] equations to calculate the maximum shear stress in the subsurface are as
follows:

θ1,ik = tan−1
(

zD,k
xi − aL

)
(5.12)

θ2,ik = tan−1
(

zD,k
xi + aL

)
(5.13)
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Bτ,ik = 1
2π [cos(2θ1,ik)− cos(2θ2,ik)] (5.14)

τ = Bτp (5.15)

Where θ1 and θ2 are variables used to calculate the maximum shear subsurface
shear stress at a depth of zD and τ is the maximum shear stress in the calculated
subsurface cell.

In order to verify equations 5.12-5.15, the pressure distribution calculated nu-
merically in figure 5.2 is used to calculate the maximum shear stress along the
center of the contact. This in turn is compared to the analytical solution of the
maximum shear stress at the center of the contact [67]:

τ1 = −p0

a
(z − z2(a2 + z2)− 1

2 ) (5.16)

The result comparing the analytical and numerical solution can be seen in
figure 5.5. What can be readily appreciated from this figure is that the analyt-
ical and numerical solutions are the same.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of analytical and numerical solution of maximum shear
stress along the center of contact of two cylinders.

Having verified the method above, the full subsurface maximum shear stress for
a rough and smooth surface can be seen in figure 5.6. Notice the following:

• The smooth contact, magenta and red lines, are in line with Johnson [67].

• The shear stress from the rough surface approximates the smooth surface the
further away you analyze the surface.
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• The highest maximum shear stress appears in the first micrometers for the
studied surface and load.

• In the first micrometers for the studied smooth surface, the highest maximum
shear stress is 45 MPa while for rough surface it is above 2.5 GPa.

Having shown a large discrepancy between the smooth and the rough surface,
the question becomes: Are these pressures reasonable?

5.4 Cutoff wavelength, sampling distance and contact
pressure

When analyzing contact pressures of a rough surface one common question is: What
is the lowest cutoff wavelength and sampling distance to be used in the calculation?
While it might seem inconsequential to some, figure 5.7 clearly shows the effect of
using a lower cutoff wavelength and changing the sampling distance on the contact
pressure of a rough surface. By increasing the sampling length and applying a
Gaussian filter for a lower cutoff, the contact pressure has decreased significantly.

5.5 Real contact area ratio

The real contact area ratio describes the ratio between the surface in contact and
the nominal surface, namely γ:

γ = Ar
An

(5.17)

Where An is the nominal surface based on the smooth surface contact, and Ar
is the real contact area determined by the area which is in actual contact. In this
thesis, actual contact is defined by the number of cells in contact multiplied by the
cell area.

Using equation 5.1 to calculate the nominal contact area and equations 5.12-5.15
to calculate the real contact area at different sampling distances and lower cutoff
wavelengths for ground gears in contact, figure 5.8 is generated. This figure reveals
the following:

• The real contact area ratio depends on the cutoff wavelength and the sampling
distance (cell size).

• As the cell size decreases, the real contact area ratio diminishes.

• As cutoff wavelength increases (at lower cell sizes) so does real contact area
ratio.
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Figure 5.6: (Top) Subsurface shear stress distribution of a rough surface down
to 300 µm from the surface. Blue: rough contact pressure. Magenta: nominal
contact pressure. Black: shear stress from rough contact. Red: shear stress from
nominal contact. (Bottom) The same as top but only 12 µm from the surface.
Rough surface is generated, normally distributed, Ra = 0.3 µm, no filtering and a
sampling distance of 0.5 µm.
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Figure 5.7: Contact pressure of a measured ground gear surface. (Left) No filtering
and sampling distance of 0.5 µm. (Center) Sampling distance of 2 µm, no filtering.
(Right) Cutoff wavelength of 8 µm and sampling distance of 0.5 µm.
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size) at different cutoff wavelengths.
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5.6 Determining cutoff through initial plasticity

When one comes across pressures such as the one presented in figure 5.7, the initial
reaction is normally: "This is not possible, surely plastic deformation must happen
before we reach these pressures". However, as seen in figure 5.7, the rough contact
pressure depends on the sampling distance and the lower cutoff wavelength used.
By effect, the contact pressure depends on factors such as measurement equipment,
lower cutoff wavelength used in the filter and sampling distance of the measurement,
with the last two normally being chosen by the user.

In order to overcome these issues, the following statement is presented: As
Archard mentioned, initially asperities will undergo plastic deformation, but subse-
quently the contact will be elastic. The premise in this thesis is that after running-
in (with running-in defined as after the initial plastic deformation of asperities, or
viewed in another way, asperity plastification as a criteria for running-in) the con-
tact must be elastic. The appropriate scaling is then determined as: "at which
scale is the contact elastic". Scaling is then determined by what cutoff wavelength is
needed to achieve no subsurface areas to be above the yield limit, and the sampling
distance will be determined as a function of this set wavelength.

In order to determine if plasticity is occurring, the subsurface maximum shear
stress at different locations along the contact is analyzed. These values are then
compared with the yield stress limit of the material. The yield strength in turn
is determined from the material’s hardness near the surface. The relation between
the yield stress limit and hardness for a perfectly plastic material was described by
Tabor [100]:

σY ' 3.3H (5.18)

In which H is the Vickers hardness in kgf mm−2 and σY is the yield strength of
the surface. Results comparing different cutoff wavelengths and the total subsur-
face area under plane strain APlaLimit which is exceeding the yield stress limit for
a ground surface are shown in figure 5.9. Notice that the initial profile has a larger
area above the yield limit when compared to after running-in. The fitted lines show
the trend for each of the two profiles being examined. As stated previously, if the
surface is run-in (in this case defining running-in as a surface after initial plastifica-
tion of asperities) then the subsequent contacts must be elastic. The instance,
where the fitted run-in line crosses the x-axis, determines the cutoff wavelength.

By applying the cutoff wavelength of 18 µm determined from figure 5.9 on the
corresponding ground surface, an example of such surface is shown in figure 5.7,
the contact condition of a ground gear surface after running-in can be seen in figure
5.10. Just as shown in the generated surface, the maximum shear stresses are
seen in the first micrometers from the surface, and the maximum shear stress from
the nominal contact occurs approximately at the same depth when comparing the
subsurface stresses from the nominal and rough surface. Also notice that due to
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Figure 5.9: Subsurface area above plasticity limit vs. cutoff wavelength for initial
and after running-in with fitted equations. Surfaces used in calculation are from
measured gear ground surfaces. Error bars denote limits from a range of hardness
measurements, such range was chosen to be 1.5 times the standard deviation of the
measured hardness σ̂ = 30 HV.

the use of a low pass filter, the contact pressure appears smoother when compared
to figure 5.6, but still containing several "islands" of contact.

5.7 Simulation of running-in

An initial surface superimposed with the location of where running-in is simulated
to occur are compared to a run-in surface for a measured ground gear surface, as
shown in figure 5.11. To determine where running-in is to occur, subsurface stresses
on the initial surface are calculated. Based on these results the location where the
plastic deformation is expected can be determined. This plastically deformed area
lies above the cells which are exceeding the maximum shear stress threshold. Figure
5.11 shows satisfying results between the predicted and measured surfaces.
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Figure 5.10: (Top) Subsurface shear stress distribution of a rough surface down
to 300 µm from the surface. Blue: rough contact pressure. Magenta: nominal
contact pressure. Black: shear stress from rough contact. Red: shear stress from
nominal. (Bottom) The same as top but only 12 µm from the surface. Rough
surface measured from ground surface, Ra = 0.3 µm, using a Gaussian filter with
a λL = 18µm and a sampling distance of 0.5 µm.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between measured initial and after running-in surface as
well as the simulated location of a run-in surface.



Chapter 6

Summary of appended papers

Paper A: In situ surface characterization of running-in of involute gears
A methodology is presented describing how to measure surface roughness in situ,
how to extract form, waviness and roughness, as well as results from run-in surfaces
at three stages. A procedure for measurements of gear surfaces in situ presents the
possibility to measure the gear surface without changing the assembly condition.
Separation of form, waviness and roughness in gears was shown to have the right
fidelity in terms of form. In terms of waviness it depends on how the user defines
the cutoff wavelength. Surface roughness was transformed from a linear scale to
asperities as a function of roll angle.

Surface roughness results show asperity peaks to be worn off. Rpk parameter
was shown to be preferable in describing running-in, while Ra was not distinct over
the sampled region. A rougher surface was present after efficiency testing of 120 ℃.

Paper B: Analysis of efficiency of spur ground gears and the influence of running-in
A methodology is presented on how to measure the effects of running-in using the
mesh efficiency of gear drives in a back-to-back test rig, namely a FZG gear test
rig as input. The paper explores the results from these tests by comparing ground
gears and lubricant temperature. Results showed a higher efficiency and surface
transformation when applying a higher running-in load when compared to lower
load. When comparing 90 ℃ vs. 120 ℃ and different running-in loads, running-in
showed to have a greater effect on mesh efficiency than change in temperature.

Paper C: The effect of running-in on the efficiency of superfinished gears
Superfinished and ground gears, with the same quality, are compared in terms of
efficiency and friction over a wide range of speeds as well as the effect of running-in
on superfinished gears. Results show distinct tendencies when comparing ground
and superfinished gears. While ground gears show a transformation in surface due
to running-in and efficiency testing, superfinished gears exhibit no such trends.
Unlike ground gears, superfinished gears demonstrated to work in three lubrication
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regimes instead of one and also showed lower efficiency at the lowest tested speed
(0.5 m/s) when compared to ground surfaces.

Paper D: In situ running-in analysis of ground gears
An in-depth analysis of running in of ground gears both from a surface and friction
response is presented. A methodology is presented on how to calculate asperity
wear from measured profiles. The first contacts showed to have the largest effect
on surface transformation, apparent wear and friction. Higher running-in loads lead
to a smoother surface.

Paper E: Effect of different bearing models on gear mesh loss and efficiency
The effect of five different bearing models on gear efficiency is shown. Each model
is compared in terms of bearing torque loss, mesh efficiency, mesh friction and gear
mesh power delta from the baseline (the baseline is defined as the SKF model).
The conclusions show that the bearing model chosen has a large effect on the gear
mesh efficiency/friction results, larger than changing from different manufacturing
methods or gear running-in effects.

Paper F: The hunt for the correct cell size: Lower wavelength cutoff effect on con-
tact simulation with a focus on running-in
This article exposes a method to determine the minimum cutoff wavelength (used
here in a rough gear contact) with the employment of hardness, an initial surface
and a run-in surface. It also presents a method to simulate running-in from a plastic
deformation of asperity point of view. Results in this article show the cutoff wave-
length for different gear manufacturing methods as well as the similarities found
between the apparent contact area. The simulation results are shown to match
measured results.



Chapter 7

Discussion, future work and
conclusions

7.1 Discussion

Discussion of research questions

How can changes in surface topography be measured in situ?
Traditional methods of measuring surface topography after running-in involve the
disassembly of the gearbox and - if more tests were needed - reassembly affecting
system parameters, such as misalignment and thermal stability, which might lead
to changes in the subsequent tests. The proposed method circumvents this matter
by measuring the surface in situ, hence there is no need to disassemble the gearbox.
Contrary to convention, the wheel, not the pinion tooth is measured; this is due to
physical impossibilities to reach the pinion tooth with the current available meth-
ods. Other authors have also suggested the use of replicas in order to attempt the
extraction of surface topography in situ. This method however does not allow form,
and perhaps waviness, to be replicated accurately - unlike the method presented
here, which captures form, waviness and roughness.

How can roughness be separated from form and waviness from a measured topogra-
phy?
The author claims that form, waviness and roughness are ambiguous terms since
they depend on what the user defines as such. By utilizing a combination of form
removal based on a polynomial fit (which is readily available in most mathematical
analysis software) and a standard Gaussian filter (with the desired cutoff length)
all three terms can be separated. The form removal method allows the extraction
of asperities in terms of roll angle instead of measured distance and hence it can be
used to conjugate two matching gear surfaces.

Do the efficiency and surface topography change in different manners due to differ-
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ent loads at running-in when comparing superfinished and ground gears?
Superfinished and ground gears show a distinct behavior in terms of effect of
running-in on efficiency and surface roughness. Ground gears exhibit an increase
in efficiency and a decrease in surface roughness if a higher running-in load is used.
Superfinished gears exhibit no measureable change in surface roughness nor effi-
ciency, suggesting that these gears do not experience a running-in transformation.
Further collaborating with this, the author would like to point out that the su-
perfinished gearbox seemed to be cleaner after running-in and efficiency testing,
when compared to ground gears, suggesting also a small amount of wear during
these processes.

How does the surface topography and efficiency evolve during the running-in pe-
riod?
During the running-in period both surface topography and efficiency show the
fastest change during the first cycles compared to the set running-in of around 21 000
contacts. In terms of surface roughness, only changes from initial to 44 cycles are
evaluated at the high load. The changes that happen during even fewer cycles were
not tested but can be seen as future work. It is conceivable that at a lower loading
the change in surface transformation might prolong to more cycles. In terms of
efficiency, the same tendencies of the very first cycles showing the largest change
in efficiency are also present. An increase in friction is also seen at approximately
10 000 cycles. Possible causes of this are back-to-back system thermomechanical
behavior or tribochemical behavior acting on gear surfaces, both of which might
change the friction behavior after a set number of contacts. The question “Has
running-in ended?” is a common question that the author comes readily across
when discussing with peers. The question is however as elusive as the definition of
running-in itself. If one defines running-in as the largest difference in surface rough-
ness and efficiency during the initial cycles, then yes, running-in has occurred. If
however running-in is defined as when wear and friction reach steady state, then
the answer is unclear since during the experiments the testing only involved the
first three hundred thousand cycles, far-off from the gear’s typical total life.

To what degree does changing the bearing formulation change mesh efficiency and
is running-in a larger factor?
A more accurate bearing model does not change the actual contribution of the gear
mesh losses, it changes the partitioning of the load-dependent losses between gear
and bearing. The importance of this is that gear mesh losses are a pivotal contrib-
utor to several key gearbox parameters such as cooling capacity, scuffing resistance,
flash temperature, etc. Five different models (one of which was developed at KTH,
named the STA model) are compared with respect to the results they would yield
from measured losses. The impact of using different models has a profound effect
in predictability of gear mesh losses. Currently different models exist which predict
parameters such as mean mesh friction; however, such models are developed from
experiments which had to use a bearing model to extract the gear mesh losses. As
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shown, if a wrong model is chosen, the effect can be magnitudes off from a more
accurate calculation. Hence, the author would recommend that when looking at
predicted friction values it is important to understand how they were derived and
if the assumptions hold true.

What is the importance of discretization and cutoff wavelength in rough contact
simulation and how can running-in help solve this?
The appropriate lower cutoff wavelength has been identified for several decades
as a key calculation parameter directly influencing the numerical result of contact
pressure and by extension real contact area. The author cannot stress this enough:
Lower cutoff wavelength is a parameter which not only must be stated when per-
forming a contact simulation, but an appropriate reasoning behind the selection of
a number must be provided.

This work provides the foundation to effectively determine what the lower cutoff
wavelength is from three inputs: initial surface, surface hardness and after run-in
surface. While a gear surface is presented ideally, this method can be applied to
any two metallic rough surfaces in contact. For example if one would like to an-
alyze the contact between bearing roller and its raceway, one could ideally take
the raceway, measure the surface roughness where the contacting surface should
be, do a Brinell indentation, measure the surface at the indentation and finally cut
the raceway and measure the hardness near the surface. With these inputs and
the method described in this work, the lower cutoff wavelength can be determined
hence the rough contact simulation of the ball on the raceway can be performed
more accurately.

How can we simulate running-in?
One of the main goals of this work boils down to such question, but as shown pre-
viously, running-in depends on how it is defined. By defining it as the initial plastic
deformation of asperities, running-in can be predicted if the inputs described pre-
viously are available. What is important to point out is that the presented after
running-in surface shows a reduction in asperity height, the tangential tractions
during a rolling/sliding contact will also contribute to the plastic deformation of
the asperity if large enough. While the direction of the plastified asperity is impor-
tant due to its possible implications in surface induced contact fatigue, its effect
on raising the maximum shear stress even closer to the surface is a characteristic
which needs to be considered.

The results for the maximum shear stress through the material show high mag-
nitudes of maximum shear stress in the first micrometers from the surface for the
given surface load combination. If the shear stress induced by friction in the contact
is considered, the shear stress would move even closer to the surface.
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My own running-in
The reader has probably come across one of these definitions or multiple or other
definitions of running-in which is why it becomes impossible to predict what is not
defined. Thus creating a need to define running-in in the context of this thesis.

These definitions however are not followed by most researchers for running-
in/break-in/wear-in since to be able to apply this definition, it needs to be known
when the surface and/or the friction behavior has reached a steady state which
most of the time is unknown. Having no concrete definition of running-in to be
applied to gears, the author (for the sake of this thesis) will define running-in in
the following manner:

• Surface running-in: When a contacting surface has experienced a combination
of mild wear, asperity deformation, etc. in which only the tips of the asperities
have been transformed. The tips of asperities will be defined by a specific
percentage of the bearing area curve.

• Wear running-in: When the wear volume per cycle of a contacting surface
reached a specified constant value.

• Frictional running-in: When surfaces in contact have decreased or increased
their frictional behavior after the initial contact and reached a frictional equi-
librium after a specified number of contacts.

What is important to note from all these definitions is that each of the running-in
classifications needs an extra parameter to define when and if running-in occurred.
These definitions of running-in can be readily applied to the running-in of gears.
However, a need for investigating running-in of a gear setup instead of other test
setups, such as twin discs and mini traction machines, exists for the following
characteristics of gear contact:

• The gear contact is very transient in terms of loads, velocities and film thick-
ness.

• The slide-to-roll ratio is changing continuously along the tooth flank.

• Gear micro-geometry (crowning, tip relief, etc.) plays a crucial role.

Running-in and overall component efficiency. (Is it worth it?)
Gains in efficiency from running-in of ground gears are in the order of tenths of
percent while changes from running-in of superfinished gears were not found. So,
one asks if further study of running-in, as a direct process to increase efficiency, is
one to be pursued. The author would argue that research (today) of running-in of
gears is needed more than ever to further understand, predict and optimize overall
vehicle efficiency. Hybrid vehicles, new manufacturing methods, new materials, new
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oils, etc. are all ways in which vehicles are increasing efficiency by several percentage
points. All these technologies however, require an in-depth understanding of the
gear contact in different regimes in which today’s vehicle industry operates.

How can the presented results be used?
The results presented in this thesis have five main fields of utilization:

• Roughness measurements of gears

• Importance of running-in when performing efficiency testing

• Degree in which running-in affects efficiency of ground and superfinished sur-
faces

• Analyzing different definitions of running-in

• Predicting where running-in is to occur

Paper A provides a clear methodology to extract the gear surface roughness as
well as estimating the position in the mesh of each asperity; moreover this can be
readily used as an input into a contact simulation.

Higher running-in loads were shown to increase efficiency of all speed ranges
as demonstrated by figure 3.9 for ground gears and hence a proper running-in will
increase the efficiency with such a manufacturing method (Paper B). With respect
to superfinished gears, running-in did not provide any gains in efficiency nor any
measurable changes in surface roughness. It seems these gears do not need to be
run-in, at least not in terms of changes in surface topography and efficiency. As
expected, significantly higher efficiency was observed in superfinished gear surfaces
when compared to ground gear surfaces at most speeds. However, a clear decrease
in efficiency for superfinished gears was seen at 0.5 m/s and hence superfinished
gears are not recommended to be used in boundary lubrication if higher efficiency
is a priority.

Finally, and with the greatest implication to future work, running-in of ground
gears was shown to reduce the asperity tips and not smoothening of the surfaces
to superfinish level. With the definitions of different aspects of running-in stated
and, more importantly, having the ability to observe and quantify running-in, it
becomes possible to optimize a specific aspect of running-in.

Bearing models and gear mesh efficiency - why should we bother?
When analyzing the results of gear efficiency one notices that gear mesh efficiency
is in most speeds above 99.5 % - so why bother? Surely other research topics
with larger gains in efficiency exist. And while the gains from different surfaces
and running-in are present, and a small change would affect a large number of
transmissions, it’s the capacity of understanding contact pressure and heat in a
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gear system which is important. An important limitation in size and weight is the
amount of heat the oil can dissipate effectively from the contact. If not managed
correctly, failure modes such as scuffing and premature pitting may occur. However,
this limit is not well understood today and extensive testing is often employed at
the component and system level to overcome such challenges.

Part of the challenge is to understand how much heat is generated at the gear
contact. As shown in Paper E, if the wrong bearing model is utilized, the gear mesh
losses are not representative, leading either to a conservative or under performing
heat management system. If under performing, then failure of the gear contact
will occur and redesign is needed to overcome this issue. A conservative approach
would lead to a heavier and larger gear and oil system impacting overall system
weight and volume allowances. Due to the long development times, most gearbox
systems prefer a somewhat conservative approach and testing in their designs.

Roughness, material and running-in
As mentioned previously, running-in of gears was shown not to be a macro process
that would smoothen and obtain "mirror like" surfaces as some claim. It is impor-
tant to point out that while the conditions that existed in the defined running-in
process were extremely limited, only two loads were chosen. The subsequent ef-
ficiency test engulfed a large spectrum of speeds and loads (at a relatively short
time) which also did not smoothen the surface until superfinish qualities. However,
the use of the same oil is a clear delimitation which was chosen in order to have the
same conditions in every test. But undoubtedly different oils will have a different
running-in performance.

The maximum subsurface shear stresses occurred very close to the surface: less
than 12 µm for ground gears under a nominal contact pressure of 1.7 GPa, while
the maximum Hertzian shear still, for the most part, occurred where expected,
namely at a depth of 39% of the nominal contact length. This indicates that in a
gear contact the maximum shear stresses occur near the surface and the maximum
shear stress from a smooth Hertzian contact also occurs at the expected location.

7.2 Future work

Future research questions which should be explored are:

• How can we optimize running-in for parameters such as efficiency and life?

• How do other parameters, such as speed, oil and temperature affect running-
in?

• In what way does asperity flash temperature affect wear?

• How do friction and wear during and after running-in behave with other gear
topographies?
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7.3 Conclusions

The following are the conclusions from this work:

• Changes in surface topography can be measured in situ with a profilometer,
enabling the extraction of form, waviness and roughness. The method also
allows to keep the system unchanged when measuring a surface.

• Roughness can be separated from a gear tooth profile measurement by re-
moving the form with a 6th order polynomial and waviness with a Gaussian
filter.

• By changing the running-in load in superfinished gears, changes in surface
topography and efficiency were observed and analyzed. A higher running-
in load showed to cause no change in surface topography and efficiency, i.e.
superfinished gears did not show effects of having been run-in. This was not
the case for ground gears in which a higher running-in load showed to be more
robust in terms of surface topography and more efficient in terms of friction.

• The surface topography shows asperity tips being reduced while the valleys
remain unchanged during the first initial cycles. Efficiency also shows the
largest change during the first initial cycles.

• In terms of efficiency calculations, changing the bearing model has a larger
effect than changing the running-in method.

• Discretization and cutoff wavelength are essential parameters to determine
when performing rough contact simulations.

• We can simulate running-in by using the surface hardness of the surfaces in
contact and an accurate cutoff wavelength.
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Appendix

A.1 Calculation of maximum Hertzian pressure at the pitch

The maximum Hertzian pressure at the pitch point is calculated based on the
following equations:

αw = cos−1
(rb1 + rb2

a

)
(A.1)

Where αw is the working pressure angle, depending only on the base circles
and the center distance. Utilizing the line contact solution for maximum Hertzian
pressure presented in Johnson [67]:

R =
(

1
tan

(
αw)rb1

+ 1
tan(αw)rb2

)−1

(A.2)

E∗ =
(1− ν2

1
E1

+ 1− ν2
2

E2

)−1
(A.3)

p0 =
(FcE∗
πRb

)1/2
(A.4)
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A.2 STA bearing torque loss parameters

Table A.1: Constants for A, B and C in spray and dip.

527 N 908 N 1403 N 2738 N 3574 N 4509 N

Aspray 1.590e-05 1.957e-05 2.225e-05 2.522e-05 N/A N/A
Adip 1.438e-05 2.185e-05 2.666e-05 2.776e-05 3.240e-5 3.481e-05
Bspray 1.821 3.303 3.354 6.892 N/A N/A
Bdip 0.457 1.262 3.403 6.510 8.419 11.04
Cspray -0.005123 -0.006502 -0.004118 -0.005954 N/A N/A
Cdip -0.001312 -0.005676 -0.009950 -0.005372 -0.01279 -0.01421
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